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Dentistry, Turbot St, Brisbane.Food, a universal medium, permeates relationships, patterns of social and economic development and, most importantly, health. This compendium of essays, the eighth in a Blackwell series on anthropology (the study of human dif ferences), is a fascinating view of the cultural politics of food. Contributors focus on the interface between food, culture, people, corporations and the state. Hence, by using food and associated etiquettes as a lens to examine culture, these analyses compare and contrast national experiences without engaging in propaganda.Twenty contributors present nineteen manuscripts investigating experiences in eleven nations on five continents. Anthropologists dominate the contributors but several historians, a sociologist and a political scientist also appear in what is an articulate, engaging and cogent series of interpretations. The minimal use of academic language facilitates the flow of ideas and comprehension. The editors partition the work under three themes: “Food and Globalisation”; “Gentrification, Yuppification, and Domesticating Tastes”; and “The Political Economy of Food.” The independently craf ted chapters link arguments, so intermit tent reading detracts only marginally from the overview. Read each chapter at your leisure. One major disappointment is the absence of Australian experiences. Presumably Hogan’s “Toss another shrimp on the Barbie” is either irrelevant or comes under the banner of propaganda.
Food, an internationally recognised symbol, is for many, an addictive habit. With advances in production, storage, processing and packaging, food is also a global phenomenon. Modern cuisine is surrounded by aesthetics (visual, flavour, texture), ritual (rules for consumption), infrastructure (production and distribution) and even ideology (images, values and ideas). Although the reviewer suspects that political scientists would have dif ficulties with the last term, these concepts have both significance and purpose.
While the US corporate dominance via Coca-Cola, KFC, McDonald’s and “Yuppie Cof fee” is internationally obvious, the chapters on the globalisation of Sushi and the craf ting of chocolates in France both fascinate and entertain. One surprising observation is an ephemeral reference to pizza: af ter all, if Japan “sushied the globe” why didn’t Italy “pizza the world?” Two chapters involving Post-Chernobyl Ukraine and, to a lesser extent, British experience with “Mad Cow Disease” are a reality check. We are what we eat! For readers with a social conscience, “Food, Hunger and the State” looks at circumstances in China with a scrutiny of the relationships between food subsidy, family and state. The student demonstrations and hunger strikes in Tiananmen Square in 1989 assume a dif ferent dimension.
Social unrest also features in the analysis of Western “countercuisine,” which has a partial genesis in the 1960s counterculture of the US New Lef t. When it comes to food, “product versus process” and “convenience versus craf t” are real issues to many. “Craf t” reappears in the religious and ethnic implications of Islamic diet. Food preparation and eating habits are important to Chinese Muslim’s collective identity. The emphasis on cleanliness and “pure and true” made the reviewer, who is derived from the Judeo-Christian Anglo-Saxon cauldron, realise that “noodles just ain’t noodles.” 
For the dental profession, commitment to primary prevention and the legacies of pivotal dietary studies mean a focus on the form, frequency and type of fermentable carbohydrate intake. The modern af fliction of noncarious tooth loss has realigned dentists’ at tention to the pH of drinks and juices, polypharmacy and quality and quantity of saliva. However, as a professional group, we dentists have a poor comprehension of not only nutrition but also relationships between food and culture. In this context, this book provides dentists with a valuable insight into multiculturalism.JI Watson and MI Caldwell (Editors), The Cultural Politics of Food and Eating – A Reader, Blackwell Publishing, Malden, 2005, pp. 1-320, UQ Barcode 3 4067 03132 5961, UQ School of Dentistry call no. GT 2850.C853 2005 den
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